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Ã‚Â  Creating value through Operations Management.  Ã‚Â    Operations Management provides

readers with a comprehensive framework for addressing operational process and supply chain

issues. This text uses a systemized approach while focusing on issues of current interest.  Ã‚Â  
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OPS Management is a tough course, each chapter deserves its own semester long course; so I am

giving some benefit of the doubt to the authors; however, the internal formatting and references

when introducing new concepts is inconsistent. The text does continue to use the the oxford

comma, so that is at least an extra star. Besides grammar issues, I am spotting about one error per

chapter in the solved problems or figures/examples. I am not sure which other texts are better, but

there has to be better out there.



has many great examples and explains topics understandably.ideal to supplement your textbook

learning with the MYOMLAB function that ususally comes with the book. It is like mcgrawhill connect

in that it is a resource for extra assignments, problems, quizzes, and tests to prepare you for the

real one.Use this book for my operations management class and was easy to understand and read

the concepts covered in class, in the book.highly recommend if you're in college an want to learn

about operations management.overall, good book!

My major course used this and it was pretty interesting content.

This arrived exactly as described; new and wrapped in the original packaging. This edition is very

similar to the new editions - only difference is this comes with a CD and the new edition comes with

an online access code. Either way buying this and the code was cheaper.Overall the contents were

exactly what I needed for my management 3000 course at Ohio University, and I would recommend

other students buy this as well.

I thought it was a good textbook. I especially liked how they walk you through some example

problems step-by-step to help you figure it out. This was used in my MBA class for Operations. The

chapters were pretty good with detailed problems and examples. Some chapters had supplemental

sections that included more advanced problems that were more challenging. Overall, I thought the

textbook was worth keeping for reference after the class.

The book did not come with an access code as described. I will have to purchase that separately

now.

If you are purchasing this book you most likely do not have a choice, but if you do I would advise

that it could do a better job of explaining how to use the Pom OM or excel equivalent software often

referenced in the text but not explained by the text. If the text went into detail on using the software

and much less detail on the algebraic methods, which were not used in my course, I could have

given it a higher rating.

Brand new book looked like it got dropped a dozen times. Binding and corners were all bent. I think

a new book that you spend almost $300 shouldn't be damaged when you get it. I guess you get

what you pay for. It was the cheapest priced.
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